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THE BRAUER SEMIGROUP OF A GROUPOID AND A
SYMMETRIC IMPRIMITIVITY THEOREM
JONATHAN HENRY BROWN AND GEOFF GOEHLE
Abstract. In this paper we define a monoid called the Brauer semigroup for a
locally compact Hausdorff groupoid E whose elements consist of Morita equiv-
alence classes of E-dynamical systems. This construction generalizes both the
equivariant Brauer semigroup for transformation groups and the Brauer group
for a groupoid. We show that groupoid equivalence induces an isomorphism
of Brauer semigroups and that this isomorphism preserves the Morita equiv-
alence classes of the respective crossed products, thus generalizing Raeburn’s
symmetric imprimitivity theorem.
1. Introduction
Let G and H be groups with commuting free and proper actions on the left and
right, respectively, of a space X . In [22], Rieffel attributed to Green the useful
observation that C0(X/H)⋊ G is Morita equivalent to C0(G\X)⋊H. One of the
many applications of this result is that if X = G and H is a closed subgroup of G
then we can induce representations from H to obtain representations of G. In [19],
Raeburn proved the symmetric imprimitivity theorem, a noncommutative version
of the result in [22] which gives a Morita equivalence between crossed products of G
andH on certain C∗-algebras (where G and H are groups acting freely and properly
on X as above). Again Raeburn’s result can be used to construct representations
induced from subgroups.
In an effort to study the cohomology of the transformation group (G, T ), the
authors in [5] define a group called the equivariant Brauer group BrG(T ). The
elements of this group are G-dynamical systems (A,α) where A is a continuous
trace C∗-algebra with spectrum T and the action induced by α on T coincides
with the given action. In [14], the authors use the equivariant Brauer group to
provide an algebraic setting for Raeburn’s symmetric imprimitivity theorem. That
is, they show that if G and H have commuting free and proper actions on a space
X , then there exists an isomorphism θ : BrG(X/H) → BrH(G\X) such that if
θ([A,α]) = [B, β] then A⋊α G is Morita equivalent to B ⋊β H.
These results inspired two distinct generalizations. In 2000, the authors in [12]
extend the results in [14] to find a monoid of all separable G systems (A,α) with
A a C0(T )-algebra where the action induced by α on T coincides with a given
action. This allows the authors to recover the full power of Raeburn’s symmetric
imprimitivity theorem. In [13], the authors replace the transformation group (G, T )
in [5] with a groupoid E and define a Brauer group Br(E) for E and point out how
Br(E) can be used to study groupoid cohomology.
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Our goal is to combine these two generalizations into one overarching framework.
To that end, for a second countable locally compact Hausdorff groupoid E we
define a monoid called the Brauer semigroup S(E) consisting of equivariant Morita
equivalence classes of E-dynamical systems (Definition 4.5). The Brauer group
Br(E) embeds in S(E) as the set of invertible elements. We show that if G and
H are groupoids, X is a (G,H)-equivalence, and G ⋉ X ⋊ H is the associated
transformation groupoid, then there exists an isomorphism
νX,H : S(H)→ S(G⋉X ⋊H)
such that if νX,H([B, β]) = [A,ω] then B⋊βH is Morita equivalent toA⋊ωG⋉X⋊H
(Theorem 5.2). By symmetry we then get an isomorphism νX : S(H)→ S(G) with
the same property.
At first glance, it may appear the hypothesis in Theorem 5.2 thatX be a groupoid
equivalence is stronger than the hypotheses used in Raeburn’s symmetric imprim-
itivity theorem. However, if G and H are groups with commuting free and proper
actions on the left and right, respectively, of a space X , then X provides a groupoid
equivalence between the transformation group groupoids G ⋉X/H and G\X ⋊H.
Furthermore, for a C0(X/H)-algebra A, A⋊G is isomorphic to A⋊(G⋉X/H) (simi-
larly for C0(G\X)-algebras).
1 Thus for [A,α] ∈ BrG(X/H) and [B, β] ∈ BrH(G\X),
the crossed product A⋊G is Morita equivalent to B⋊H if and only if A⋊(G⋉X/H)
is Morita equivalent to B ⋊ (G\X ⋊ H). Hence, Theorem 5.2 recovers Raeburn’s
symmetric imprimitivity theorem in the group case.
We begin the paper with a review of some preliminary materials, including upper
semicontinuous bundles, groupoids, and imprimitivity bundles (Section 2). The
generalized fixed point algebra for a groupoid dynamical system, as defined in [2],
will play a key role in constructing an inverse for νX,H . However, the fixed point
algebra is defined abstractly in [2] and in order to perform our analysis we need
to find a more concrete description. We do this in Section 3. More specifically,
for a principal proper groupoid E and (A,α) an E-dynamical system, we define
an algebra of continuous sections IndE
(0)
E (A,α), and show in Proposition 3.6 that
IndE
(0)
E (A,α) is equal to (not just isomorphic to) the generalized fixed point algebra.
Next, we introduce the Brauer semigroup for a groupoid in Section 4. Much of
the work in defining the Brauer semigroup was done in [12] and [13], so Section 4
merely outlines the construction. Section 5 contains the statement and proof of the
main result of the paper, Theorem 5.2. To prove Theorem 5.2 we follow the outline
in [12]. However, the proofs in our setting are substantially different and require
significant analysis. In Section 5.1 we show νX,H is a homomorphism. In Section 5.2
we use the generalized fixed point algebras described above to construct a map from
S(G⋉X⋊H) to S(H) and in Section 5.3 we show this map is an inverse for νX,H .
We then use the results of [2] to get Morita equivalence as follows. Let (A,ω) be a
G⋉X⋊H-dynamical system. Then the transformation groupoid G⋉X includes in
G⋉X⋊H and we can restrict ω to an action ωG of G⋉X on A. Since G acts freely
and properly on X , G⋉X is a principal and proper groupoid. Let FixG(A) be the
generalized fixed point algebra for the ωG action. We will show that there is an
action FixG(ω) ofH on FixG(A) and that (ν
X,H)−1([A,ω]) = ([FixG(A),FixG(ω)]).
Next, [2] gives an imprimitivity bimodule Z between A ⋊r (G ⋉X) and FixG(A).
Since G⋉X is principal and proper, it is amenable [1], so Z is an A⋊ (G⋉X)−
1See [9, Example 1] for the proof in the case where A has Hausdorff spectrum.
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FixG(A)-imprimitivity bimodule. We then analyze Z to show it is equivariant for
the H actions so that FixG(A)⋊H and (A⋊(G⋉X))⋊H are Morita equivalent by
[18, Section 9.1]. Finally, [3] shows that (A⋊(G⋉X))⋊H ∼= A⋊(G⋉X⋊H), giving
the result. We prefer this approach to the one outlined in [18, Section 9.2] (which
generalizes the constructions in [13]) because our approach allows for induction in
stages. In any case, we show in Section 6 that when restricted to the Brauer group
the isomorphism νX is equal to the isomorphism of Brauer groups constructed in
[13].
In a short appendix we answer a question raised in [2] by giving a fairly general
condition that guarantees the generalized fixed point algebra of a proper groupoid
dynamical system is Morita equivalent to an ideal of the reduced crossed product.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Dana Williams for his advice and
support. Part of the research for this project was undertaken while the first author
was supported by a postdoctoral fellowship funded by the Skirball Foundation via
the Center for Advanced Studies in Mathematics at Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev.
2. Preliminaries
We assume all Banach algebras and C∗-algebras (with the exception of multiplier
algebras) are separable. For a C∗-algebra A we denote the multiplier algebra of A
by M(A) and its center by Z(A).
2.1. Upper semicontinuous bundles. Let p : X → T and q : Y → T be surjec-
tions. Throughout we denote the fibered product of X and Y by
X ∗ Y := {(x, y) ∈ X × Y : p(x) = q(y)}.
Definition 2.1 ([18, Definition 3.1]). Let T be a second countable locally compact
Hausdorff space. An upper semicontinuous Banach bundle over T is a topological
space Z together with a continuous open surjection pZ : Z → T such that Z(t) :=
p−1
Z
(t) is a Banach space for each t ∈ T and such that the following axioms hold.
(1) The map z 7→ ‖z‖ is upper semicontinuous from Z to R+.
(2) The map Z ∗Z → Z defined by (z, w) 7→ z + w is continuous.
(3) For each κ ∈ C the map Z → Z defined by z 7→ κz is continuous.
(4) If {zi} is a net in Z such that ‖zi‖ → 0 and pZ (zi) → t then zi → 0t
where 0t is the zero element in Z(t).
An upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle over T is an upper semicontinuous Banach
bundle pZ : Z → T such that Z(t) is a C
∗-algebra for each t and the following
additional axioms hold.
(5) The map Z ∗Z → Z defined by (z, w) 7→ zw is continuous.
(6) The map Z → Z defined by z 7→ z∗ is continuous.
Showing a sequence in an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle converges is often
very delicate. Our main tool for this is the following proposition which roughly
states that a sequence is convergent if there exists a convergent sequence close to
it. Many of our proofs amount to finding a convergent sequence close to a given
sequence. The proof is the same as in [27, Proposition C.20] so we omit it.
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Proposition 2.2. Let pZ : Z → T be an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle
over T . Let {ai}i∈I be a net in Z such that pZ (ai) → pZ (a) for some a ∈ Z .
Suppose that for all ǫ > 0 there is a net {bi}i∈I and b ∈ Z such that
(1) bi → b in Z ,
(2) pZ (bi) = pZ (ai) and pZ (b) = pZ (a), and
(3) max{‖a− b‖, ‖ai − bi‖} < ǫ eventually.
Then ai → a.
Let pZ : Z → T be an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle over T and q :
X → T be a continuous open surjection. We define the pull back bundle over X by
q∗Z := {(x, z) ∈ X ×Z : q(x) = pZ (z)} with pq∗Z : (x, z)→ x
where the topology on q∗Z is given by the relative topology. Note that the fiber
of q∗Z over x is naturally isomorphic to Z(q(x)).
Let pZ : Z → T be an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle. A continuous
function f : T → Z is called a section if pZ ◦ f = idT . We denote the set of
continuous sections by Γ(T,Z ), the continuous bounded sections by Γb(T,Z ), the
continuous compactly supported sections by Γc(T,Z ), and the continuous sections
that vanish at infinity by Γ0(T,Z ). By the Tietze Extension Theorem for upper
semicontinuous Banach bundles [17, Proposition A.5], if T is locally compact Haus-
dorff then {f(t) : f ∈ Γ0(T,Z )} = Z(t). Since we only consider bundles over
locally compact Hausdorff spaces we will use this property without comment.
The equation ‖f‖ = supt∈T ‖f(t)‖ defines a norm on Z = Γ0(T,Z ) and under
this norm Z is a Banach algebra. It is a C∗-algebra if Z is an upper semicontinuous
C∗-bundle. In either case we refer to Γ0(T,Z ) as the section algebra of Z and
denote it by the corresponding Roman letter Z. For φ ∈ C0(T ) and f ∈ Γ(T,Z )
define
φ · f(t) = φ(t)f(t).
Observe that if φ ∈ Cc(T ) then φ ·f ∈ Γc(T,Z ). Further, the map φ 7→ (f 7→ φ ·f)
induces an action of C0(T ) on Z [27, Lemma C.22].
Let pZ : Z → T and pY : Y → T be upper semicontinuous Banach bundles over
T . We say Φ : Z → Y is a homomorphism if Φ is continuous, pZ (z) = pY (Φ(z)),
and Φ is a homomorphism on the fibres. A bundle homomorphism Φ : Z → Y
induces a C0(T )-linear homomorphism f 7→ (t 7→ Φ(f)(t)) of the section algebras.
Every C0(T )-linear homomorphism Z → Y induces a bundle homomorphism of
Z → Y as well [18, page 18]. We will often convert from bundle homomorphisms
to C0(T )-linear homomorphisms without comment.
Definition 2.3. Let T be a second countable locally compact Hausdorff space
and A be a (separable) C∗-algebra. We say A is a C0(T )-algebra if there exists a
nondegenerate ∗-homomorphism of C0(T ) into the center of the multiplier algebra
of A.
If A is an upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle over T then the section algebra
A = Γ0(T,A ) is a C0(T )-algebra. In fact all C0(T )-algebras arise in this way.
Proposition 2.4 ([27, Theorem C.26]). Let T be a second countable locally compact
Hausdorff space and A a C∗-algebra with spectrum Â. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) A is a C0(T )-algebra.
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(2) There exists an upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle A over T such that A =
Γ0(T,A ).
(3) There exists a continuous surjection σA : Â→ T .
The next two propositions appear in [7, Corollary II.14.7 and Theorem II.13.18]
for Banach bundles and are proven in [27, Proposition C.24 and Theorem C.25]
for upper semicontinuous C∗-bundles. We restate them here for the convenience of
the reader. The proofs in [27] go through without change for upper semicontinuous
Banach bundles.
Proposition 2.5. Let pZ : Z → T be an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle
and Γ a subspace of Γ0(T,Z ). Suppose
(1) f ∈ Γ and φ ∈ C0(T ) implies φ · f ∈ Γ, and
(2) for each t ∈ T , {f(t) : f ∈ Γ} is dense in Z(t).
Then Γ is dense in Γ0(T,Z ).
Proposition 2.6. Let Z be a set and pZ : Z → T a surjection onto a second
countable locally compact Hausdorff space T such that Z(t) is a Banach space.
Suppose Γ is an algebra of sections of Z such that
(1) for each f ∈ Γ, t 7→ ‖f(t)‖ is upper semicontinuous, and
(2) for each t ∈ T , {f(t) : f ∈ Γ} is dense in Z(t).
Then there is a unique topology on Z such that pZ : Z → T is an upper semicon-
tinuous Banach bundle over T with Γ ⊂ Γ(T,Z ). If we replace “Banach space”
with C∗-algebra then Z is an upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle.
Proposition 2.4 states that the map A 7→ Γ0(T,A ) defines a one-to-one corre-
spondence between upper semicontinuous C∗-bundles and C0(T )-algebras. In the
following we establish this correspondence for imprimitivity bimodules over T . The
proof follows similar lines to the proof of [27, Theorem C.26].
Suppose A and B are C0(T )-algebras and Z is an A−B-imprimitivity bimodule.
Then the actions of C0(T ) on A and B induce left and right actions of C0(T ) on
Z. If f · z = z · f for all f ∈ C0(T ) and all z ∈ Z we say that Z is an A − B
imprimitivity bimodule over T .
Let Z be an A − B imprimitivity bimodule over T . Define C0,t(T ) := {f ∈
C0(T ) : f(t) = 0} and considerMt := C0,t(T )·Z := span{f ·z : f ∈ C0,t(T ), z ∈ Z}.
For z − w ∈ Mt we write z ∼t w and this turns out to be an equivalence relation
on Z. Define Z(t) := Z/ ∼t and let qt be the quotient map. For z ∈ Z define
z(t) := qt(z). The quotient Z(t) is an A(t) − B(t)-imprimitivity bimodule whose
actions and inner products are characterized by
A(t)
〈z(t), w(t)〉 =
A
〈z, w〉 (t) 〈z(t), w(t)〉
B(t)
= 〈z, w〉
B
(t)
a(t) · z(t) = (a · z)(t) z(t) · b(t) = (z · b)(t)
where a ∈ A, b ∈ B and z, w ∈ Z. Define Z :=
⊔
Z(t) and pZ : Z → T to be the
obvious map.
Consider the set of functions Γ = {t 7→ z(t) : z ∈ Z}. Then for each t ∈ T , {z(t) :
z ∈ Γ} = Z(t). Furthermore, since ‖z(t)‖ :=
√
‖
A(t)
〈z(t), z(t)〉 ‖ =
√
‖
A
〈z, z〉 (t)‖
and since
A
〈z, z〉 is in the C0(T )-algebra A, we have t 7→ ‖z(t)‖ is upper semicon-
tinuous. Thus by Proposition 2.6 there is a unique topology on Z making it an
upper semicontinuous Banach bundle such that z 7→ z(t) is a continuous section
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for all z ∈ Z. This section vanishes at infinity since t 7→
A
〈z, z〉 (t) does. Note that
since
A
〈z, w〉 ∈ A, t 7→
A
〈z, w〉 (t) is continuous.
Definition 2.7. Let pA : A → T and pB : B → T be C∗-bundles with section
algebras A and B respectively. A Banach bundle pZ : Z → T is an A − B-
imprimitivity bimodule bundle if each fibre Z(t) is an A(t) − B(t)-imprimitivity
bimodule such that the actions (a, z)→ a · z from A ∗Z to Z , (z, b)→ z · b from
Z ∗ B to Z , and inner products (z, w) 7→
A(pZ (z))
〈z, w〉 from Z ∗ Z to A , and
(z, w) 7→ 〈z, w〉
B(pZ (z))
from Z ∗Z to B are continuous.
Remark 2.8. Definition 2.7 is slightly different to that used in [13, Definition 2.17].
In [13] the authors do not assume that the inner products are continuous. The
continuity of the inner products in [13] is implied by the continuity of the norm
on the bundle. Since we only have upper semicontinuous C∗-bundles we need
to assume that the inner products are continuous. This small difference in our
definition means that when showing a bundle is an imprimitivity bimodule bundle
we often only need to check the continuity of inner products as the other conditions
were checked in [13].
The next proposition is a slight generalization of [13, Proposition 2.18]. We
proved one direction above, the other follows exactly as it does in [13] so we omit
it.
Proposition 2.9. If Z is an A − B-imprimitivity bimodule bundle then Z =
Γ0(T,Z ) is an A−B imprimitivity bimodule over T . Conversely, if Z is an A−B
imprimitivity bimodule over T then there exists a unique A − B imprimitivity
bimodule bundle Z such that Z = Γ0(T,Z ).
2.2. Groupoids. A groupoid is a small category in which every morphism is in-
vertible. We say a groupoid E is second countable locally compact Hausdorff if it
has a second countable locally compact Hausdorff topology in which composition
and inversion are continuous. We assume all groupoids are second countable lo-
cally compact and Hausdorff. The objects of E can be identified with the identity
morphisms. We refer to the set of identity morphisms as the unit space, denoted
E(0), and elements of E(0) as units. There are two natural continuous surjections
rE , sE : E → E(0) given by rE(γ) = γγ−1 and sE(γ) = γ−1γ. We drop the sub-
script from the notation when the domain is clear from context. For u ∈ E(0)
we denote Eu := r−1(u) and Eu := s
−1(u) and for D a subset of E(0) we de-
note E|D := {γ ∈ E : r(γ), s(γ) ∈ D}. It is straightforward to check E|D is a
subgroupoid of E.
We say a groupoid E acts on the left of a space X if there exists a continuous
open surjection rX : X → E(0) and a continuous map E ∗ X → X given by
(γ, x) 7→ γx such that rX(γx) = rE(γ) and γ(ηx) = (γη)x for composable γ and
η.2 The definition of a right action X ∗ E → X : (x, γ) 7→ xγ is analogous. We
will use E · x to denote both the image of x in E\X as well as the orbit of x in
X . If rE is open and E acts on X then the quotient map X → E\X is open [16,
Lemma 2.1].
An action of E on X is principal (or free) if γx = x implies γ = rX(x). An
action is proper if the set {γ ∈ E : γK ∩L 6= ∅} is compact for all compact subsets
2Since γ and η are composable only if s(γ) = r(η), the relation γ(ηx) = (γη)x shows that E can
only act on spaces fibred over E(0).
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K and L of X . If the action of E on X is proper then the quotient space E\X is
locally compact Hausdorff [1, Proposition 2.1.12].
Note that rE is open if and only if sE is open. In this case E acts on the left
and right of E(0) by γ · s(γ) := r(γ) and r(γ) · γ = s(γ). We say E is principal if
this action is principal; we say E is proper if this action is proper. The orbit of a
unit u under this action is then E · u := {r(γ) : s(γ) = u}.
Throughout we assume that our groupoids come equipped with a Haar system.
That is, a system of measures {λu}u∈E(0) such that
(1) supp(λu) = Eu,
(2) u 7→
∫
E
f(γ) dλu(γ) is continuous for all f ∈ Cc(E), and
(3)
∫
E
f(ηγ) dλs(η)(γ) =
∫
E
f(γ) dλr(η)(γ).
If E has a Haar system then r and s are open [25, Corollary page 118]. Note that
condition (2) implies that supu∈E(0) λ
u(K) <∞ for all compact K in E.
Given a left action of E on X we define the transformation groupoid to be
E ⋉X := {(γ, x) : rE(γ) = rX(x)} with unit space X and range and source maps
r(γ, x) = x and s(γ, x) = γ−1x. If E has a Haar system {λu}u∈E(0) then the set
{λrX(x)×δx}x∈X forms a Haar system for E⋉X . We can construct a transformation
groupoid X ⋊ E from a right action in a similar fashion.
Definition 2.10. Let E be a second countable locally compact Hausdorff groupoid
with unit space E(0) and Z an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle over E(0) with
(separable) section algebra Z. We say E acts on Z if for each γ ∈ E there exists a
norm preserving isomorphism Vγ : Z(s(γ))→ Z(r(γ)) such that
(1) VγVη = Vγη for all (γ, η) ∈ E(2) and
(2) the map E ∗Z → Z defined by (γ, z) 7→ Vγ(z) is continuous.
If Z is an upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle and Vγ is a ∗-isomorphism for all γ
then we refer to the pair (Z, V ) as an E-dynamical system.
Let (A,α) be an E-dynamical system. Consider Γc(E, r
∗A ). By [18, Proposi-
tion 4.4] the formulas
f ∗ g(γ) :=
∫
E
f(η)αη(g(η
−1γ)) dλr(γ)(η) and f∗(γ) := αγ(f(γ
−1)∗)
define a ∗-algebra structure on Γc(E, r∗A ). We define a norm on Γc(E, r∗A ) by
‖f‖I := max
{
sup
u∈E(0)
∫
E
‖f(γ)‖dλu(γ), sup
u∈E(0)
∫
E
‖f(γ−1)‖dλu(γ)
}
.
Let Rep(E,A) be the set of I-norm bounded representations of Γc(E, r
∗A ). We
then define the crossed product A⋊α E to be the completion of Γc(E, r
∗A ) under
the norm ‖f‖ = sup{‖π(f)‖ : π ∈ Rep(E,A)}. The reduced crossed product
A ⋊α,r E is the completion of Γc(E, r
∗A ) under the norm induced by “regular
representations” [2, Section 2.2]. The crossed products considered in this paper
involve “amenable” groupoids and in this case the reduced crossed product coincides
with the crossed product.
Example 2.11. Let E be a groupoid. Then C0(E
(0)) is a C0(E
(0))-algebra. The
corresponding upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle is E(0) ×C. For each γ ∈ E define
ltγ(s(γ), κ) = (r(γ), κ). Then lt is a continuous action of E on C0(E
(0)) called left
translation. The resulting crossed product C0(E
(0)) ⋊lt E is isomorphic to C
∗(E)
[10, Remark 4.22].
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3. Induced algebras
Definition 3.1. Let E be a principal and proper groupoid with a Haar system,
Z an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle over E(0), Z = Γ0(E
(0),Z ), and V =
{Vγ}γ∈E a continuous action of E on Z . Define
IndE
(0)
E (Z, V ) :=
{
f ∈ Γb(E(0),Z ) :
f(r(γ)) = Vγ(f(s(γ))) and
E · u 7→ ‖f(u)‖ vanishes at ∞
}
. (1)
We denote IndE
(0)
E (Z, V ) by Ind(Z, V ) or just Ind(Z) when clear from context.
Throughout this section let E be a principal and proper groupoid with Haar
system {λu}u∈E(0) , and pZ : Z → E
(0) an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle.
Lemma 3.2. For h ∈ Γc(E(0),Z ) the map
λ(h)(u) :=
∫
E
Vγ(h(s(γ))) dλ
u(γ) (2)
is a well-defined element of IndE
(0)
E (Z, V ).
Proof. Since E is proper the set Ev ∩ s−1(supp(h)) is compact for each v ∈ E(0).
Hence (2) is defined for all v and
supp(λ(h)) ⊂ E · supp(h). (3)
Because λu is a Haar system it is not hard to prove that λ(h) is continuous.
We show that λ(h) ∈ IndE
(0)
E (Z, V ). It follows from a brief computation that
Vη(λ(h)(s(η))) = λ(h)(r(η)). Thus E · v 7→ ‖λ(h)(v)‖ is well-defined and by (3) it
has compact support contained in the image of supp(h) under the quotient map.
Since the upper semicontinuous image of a compact set is bounded above, this
implies that ‖λ(h)(v)‖ is bounded and therefore λ(h) ∈ Ind(Z, V ). 
Lemma 3.3. Let g ∈ Γb(E(0),Z ), u ∈ E(0), and ǫ > 0.
(1) Then for any h ∈ Γc(E(0),Z ) such that h(u) = g(u) there exists ψ ∈
Cc(E
(0)) such that λ(ψ · h) ∈ Ind(Z, V ) and ‖λ(ψ · h)(u)− g(u)‖ < ǫ.
(2) For any z ∈ Z there exists an f ∈ Ind(Z, V ) such that ‖f(pZ (z))−z‖ < ǫ.
Proof. For item (1), let g ∈ Γb(E(0),Z ), u ∈ E(0), a = g(u), ǫ > 0, and pick
h ∈ Γc(E(0),Z ) such that h(u) = a. Then the map
γ 7→ Vγ(h(s(γ)))− h(r(γ))
is continuous. Since the norm is upper semicontinuous, the set
Nǫ := {γ ∈ E : ‖Vγ(h(s(γ)))− h(r(γ))‖ < ǫ}
is open. Because E is principal and proper we can apply [2, Lemma 5.3] to find an
open neighborhood U ⊂ E(0) of u such that {γ : γ · U ∩ U 6= ∅} ⊂ Nǫ ∩N−1ǫ . Pick
a function φ ∈ Cc(E(0)) such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, φ(u) = 1, and supp(φ) ⊂ U . Define
ψ(v) =
(∫
E
φ(s(η)) dλu(η)
)−1
φ(v)
and note that∫
E
ψ(γ) dλu(γ) =
∫
E
(∫
E
φ(s(η)) dλu(η)
)−1
φ(s(γ)) dλu(γ) = 1.
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By Lemma 3.2, λ(ψ ·h) ∈ Ind(Z, V ). It remains to show that ‖λ(ψ ·h)(u)− a‖ < ǫ.
We compute
‖λ(ψ · h)(u)− a‖ =
∥∥∥∥∫
E
ψ(s(γ))Vγ(h(s(γ))) dλ
u(γ)− h(u)
∥∥∥∥
which, since
∫
E
ψ(s(γ)) dλu(γ) = 1,
=
∥∥∥∥∫
E
ψ(s(γ))Vγ(h(s(γ))) dλ
u(γ)−
∫
E
ψ(s(γ)) dλu(γ)h(u)
∥∥∥∥
≤
∫
E
ψ(s(γ))‖Vγ(h(s(γ))) − h(u)‖ dλ
u(γ).
However, u ∈ U and s(γ−1) ∈ supp(ψ) ⊂ U implies that γ ∈ Nǫ so
‖λ(ψ · h)(u)− a‖ < ǫ
∫
E
ψ(s(γ)) dλu(γ) = ǫ.
For item (2) pick h ∈ Γc(E
(0),Z ) such that h(pZ (z)) = z. By the first part there
exists ψ ∈ Cc(E(0)) such that λ(ψ · h) ∈ Ind(Z, V ) and ‖λ(ψ · h)(pZ (z))− z‖ < ǫ.
Then f = λ(ψ · h) suffices. 
Let (A,α) be an E-dynamical system. For u ∈ E(0) let εu : Γb(E(0),A )→ A(u)
be defined by evaluation; εu(f) = f(u).
Proposition 3.4. Let E be a principal and proper groupoid with a Haar system
and (A,α) an E-dynamical system.
(1) For φ ∈ C0(E\E(0)) and f ∈ Ind
E(0)
E (A,α) define
Qφ(f) : u 7→ φ(E · u)f(u).
Then φ 7→ Qφ defines a C0(E\E(0))-algebra structure on Ind
E(0)
E (A,α).
(2) For f ∈ IndE
(0)
E (A,α) the map
R˜ : f 7→ f |E·u
induces an isomorphism R : IndE
(0)
E (A,α)(E·u) → Ind
E·u
E|E·u(Γ0(E·u,A ), α).
(3) The evaluation map εu factors to an isomorphism of Ind
E(0)
E (A,α)(E · u)
with A(u).
Proof. For item (1) first observe that Ind(A,α) is a closed ∗-subalgebra of the C∗-
algebra Γb(E(0),A ) and hence is also a C∗-algebra. Next we prove that Ind(A,α)
is a C0(E\E(0))-algebra. We show that Q is a nondegenerate ∗-homomorphism
from C0(E\E(0)) to Z(M(Ind(A,α))).
We start by demonstrating that Qφ(f) ∈ Ind(A,α) for all f ∈ Ind(A,α). It
follows from straightforward computations that
αγ(Qφ(f)(s(γ))) = Qφ(f)(r(γ)) and ‖Qφ(f)(u)‖ ≤ ‖φ‖∞‖f(u)‖.
This shows both that Qφ is bounded by ‖φ‖∞ and that the map E ·u 7→ ‖Qφ(f)(u)‖
vanishes at infinity. Thus Qφ(f) ∈ Ind(A,α) and Qφ is a bounded operator
on Ind(A,α). Simple calculations show that Qφ is linear and adjointable with
adjoint Qφ. Thus Qφ ∈ M(Ind(A,α)). Since φ is scalar valued, Qφ(f)g(u) =
φ(E · u)f(u)g(u) = fQφ(g)(u) so Qφ ∈ Z(M(Ind(A,α))) as desired. More simple
computations show that φ 7→ Qφ is a homomorphism.
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To show Ind(A,α) is a C0(E\E(0))-algebra it remains to show the map φ 7→ Qφ
is nondegenerate. Pick f ∈ Ind(A,α) and let ǫ > 0 be given. Since E · u 7→ ‖f(u)‖
vanishes at infinity, the set K := {E ·u ∈ E\E(0) : ‖f(u)‖ ≥ ǫ} is compact. Choose
φ ∈ Cc(E\E(0)) such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 and φ ≡ 1 on K. Then
‖f(u)−Qφ(f)(u)‖ ≤
{
0 if E · u ∈ K
‖f(u)‖ if E · u /∈ K
< ǫ.
Hence the map φ 7→ Qφ is nondegenerate and so Ind(A , α) is a C0(E\E(0))-algebra.
For item (2) consider the map f 7→ f |E·u. Routine computations show this
defines a ∗-homomorphism R˜ : Ind(A,α) → Ind(Γ0(E · u,A ), α). If f ∈ Ind(A,α)
and φ ∈ CE·u,0(E\E(0)), then Qφ(f)|E·u = 0 so
IE·u := CE·u,0(E\E
(0)) · Ind(A,α) ⊂ ker(R˜). (4)
Thus R˜ induces a ∗-homomorphismR from Ind(A,α)(E·u) into Ind(Γ0(E·u,A ), α).
We show R is injective by proving ker(R˜) = IE·u. By (4), it remains to show
ker(R˜) ⊂ IE·u.
Let ǫ > 0 be given. Suppose that f ∈ ker(R˜). Then f |E·u ≡ 0. Let K = {E ·u ∈
E\E(0) : ‖f(u)‖ ≥ ǫ} and let U be the complement of K in E\E(0). By assumption
E ·u ∈ U , and U is open since K is a compact subset of the Hausdorff space E\E(0).
Pick functions φ, ψ ∈ Cc(E\E(0)) such that 0 ≤ φ, ψ ≤ 1, supp(φ) ⊂ U , φ(E·u) = 1,
and ψ|K ≡ 1. Then (1− φ)ψ ∈ CE·u,0(E\E(0)) and
‖f(v)−Q(1−φ)ψ(f)(v)‖ ≤
{
0 if E · v ∈ K
‖f(v)‖ if E · v /∈ K
< ǫ.
Therefore f ∈ IE·u, giving IE·u = ker(R˜), and thus R : Ind(A,α)(E · u) →
Ind(Γ0(E · u,A ), α) is injective.
To show R is an isomorphism, it remains to show it is surjective. Pick a function
F ∈ Ind(Γ0(E · u,A ), α) and consider F (u) ∈ A(u). Let ǫ > 0 be given. By
Lemma 3.3, there exists f ∈ Ind(A,α) such that ‖f(u)− F (u)‖ < ǫ. For v ∈ E · u
there exists γ ∈ Eu such that v = r(γ). Thus ‖f(v)−F (v)‖ = ‖f(r(γ))−F (r(γ))‖ =
‖αγ(f(u))−αγ(F (u))‖ < ǫ. Therefore the image of R is dense in Ind(Γ0(E ·u,A ), α)
and thus R is surjective.
For item (3), by Lemma 3.3, the map εu : Ind(Γ0(E · u,A ), α) → A(u) given
by f 7→ f(u) has a dense range. It is straightforward to show that εu is a ∗-
homomorphism. It is isometric since ‖f‖∞ = ‖f(u)‖ for all f ∈ Ind(Γ0(E·u,A ), α),
and thus εu is an isomorphism as desired. 
Remark 3.5. To differentiate between the C0(E\E(0))-algebra Ind
E(0)
E (A,α) and
the corresponding upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle we will denote the upper semi-
continuous C∗-bundle by IndE
(0)
E (A , α).
Let E be a principal and proper groupoid and suppose (A,α) is an E-dynamical
system. Then [2] defines the generalized fixed point algebra Fix(A,α) to be the
closed span of λ(a∗b) in M(A) for a, b ∈ Γc(E(0),A ).
3 By Lemma 3.2, Fix(A,α) ⊂
Ind(A,α). In the following proposition we show that Fix(A,α) = Ind(A,α).
3Fix(A,α) is denoted Aα in [2].
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Proposition 3.6. Let E be a principal and proper groupoid and (A,α) an E-
dynamical system. Then the generalized fixed point algebra Fix(A,α) is equal to
IndE
(0)
E (A,α).
Proof. The proof of [2, Proposition 4.4] shows that Fix(A,α) is a C0(E\E(0))-
subalgebra of Ind(A,α). By Proposition 2.5, to show Fix(A,α) is all of Ind(A,α)
it suffices to prove Fix(A,α)(E · u) is dense in Ind(A,α)(E · u) for every u ∈ E(0).
Let g ∈ Ind(A,α), u ∈ E(0), and ǫ > 0 be given. Pick an approximate unit {ei}
forA(u) and i0 large enough so that ‖ei0g(u)−g(u)‖ < ǫ/2. Choose f ∈ Γc(E
(0),A )
such that f(u) = ei0 . Then ‖f(u)g(u)− g(u)‖ < ǫ/2. By Lemma 3.3 there exists
ψ ∈ Cc(E(0)) such that ‖λ(ψ · (fg))(u) − (fg)(u)‖ < ǫ/2. Thus ‖λ(ψ · (fg))(u) −
g(u)‖ < ǫ. Furthermore, since f and u 7→ ψ(u)g(u) are both in Γc(E
(0),A ),
λ(ψ · (fg)) ∈ Fix(A,α). 
Remark 3.7. We identify Fix(A,α) with IndE
(0)
E (A,α). As with Ind
E(0)
E (A,α) we de-
note the upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle corresponding to Fix(A,α) by Fix(A , α).
We next study the representations and pure states of Ind(A,α) by showing they
come from representations and pure states of A. We will use this analysis in Propo-
sition 5.8.
Let B be a C∗-algebra and denote by P (B) the pure states on B, B̂ the ir-
reducible representations on B, and ΛB : P (B) → B̂ the map given by the
GNS construction. That is, for τ ∈ P (B) there exists a unit vector h such that
τ(a) = (ΛB(τ)(a)h, h). If B is a C0(T )-algebra, let σB be the associated map from
B̂ to T . For t ∈ T let qt : B → B(t) be the quotient map. Suppose π ∈ B̂ and
t = σB(π). By [27, Proposition C.5] there exists a πt ∈ B̂(t) such that π = πt ◦ qt.
Thus π(a) depends only on the class of a in A(t). Similarly, for τ ∈ P (B) and
t = σB(ΛB(τ)),
τ(a) = (ΛB(τ)(a)h, h) = (ΛB(τ)t(qt(a))h, h),
so that τ depends only on the class of a in A(t). It follows there exists τt such that
τ(a) = τt(qt(a)).
Let E be a principal and proper groupoid and (A,α) an E-dynamical system.
Recall that A must be a C0(E
(0))-algebra. Suppose π ∈ Â and let u = σA(π). By
[27, Proposition C.5] there exists a πu ∈ Â(u) such that π = πu ◦ qu. For γ ∈ Eu,
γ · π(a) := πu ◦ α
−1
γ ◦ qr(γ)(a)
defines a continuous action of E on Â [11, Proposition 1.1].
Recall from Proposition 3.4 that Ind(A,α) is a C0(E\E(0))-algebra and the eval-
uation map εu : Ind(A,α)→ A(u) induces an isomorphism of Ind(A,α)(E ·u) with
A(u). We can define a representation M(π) of Ind(A,α) by
M(π)(f) = πσA(π)(εσA(π)(f)) (5)
for f ∈ Ind(A,α). Now M(π)(Ind(A,α)) = πσA(π)(A(σA(π))) = π(A). Thus, since
π is irreducible, so is M(π). Similarly for τ ∈ P (A), let v = σA ◦ ΛA(τ). We can
define a state on Ind(A,α) by N(τ) = τv(εv(f)). It is straightforward to show that
ΛInd(A,α)(N(τ)) =M(ΛA(τ)), (6)
which implies that N(τ) is pure.
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Our goal is to show that M defines a continuous, open bijection from E\Â to
(Ind(A,α))∧. For this we first show N is continuous.
Lemma 3.8. N is continuous for the weak-∗ topology.
Proof. Suppose τi → τ . By definition τi → τ if and only if τi(a) → τ(a) for all
a ∈ A. Pick f ∈ Ind(A,α). Define vi = σA ◦ ΛA(τi) and v = σA ◦ ΛA(τ). Since
σA and ΛA are continuous vi → v. Thus there exists a compact set K ⊂ E(0) such
that {vi, v} ⊂ K. Pick φ ∈ Cc(E(0)) such that φ|K ≡ 1, then φ · f ∈ A. Since
φ · f(vi) = f(vi), we have (τi)vi(εvi(φ · f)) = (τi)vi(εvi(f)). Hence
N(τi)(f) = (τi)vi(εvi(f)) = (τi)vi(εvi(φ · f)) = τi(φ · f)
→ τ(φ · f) = (τ)v(εv(f)) = N(τ)(f),
so N is continuous. 
Lemma 3.9. For each π ∈ Â define M(π) : IndE
(0)
E (A,α) → B(Hπ) as in (5).
Then M induces a homeomorphism of E\Â to (IndE
(0)
E (A,α))
∧.
Proof. We showed above that M(π) is irreducible for π ∈ Â. Note that M descends
to a well defined map of E\Â to (IndE
(0)
E (A,α))
∧ since
M(γ · π)(f) = (γ · π)r(γ)(f(r(γ))) = πs(γ)(αγ−1(f(r(γ))))
= πs(γ)(f(s(γ))) =M(π)(f).
We now show that M induces a bijection of E\Â and (Ind(A,α))∧. To see M is
surjective, suppose ρ is an irreducible representation on Ind(A,α). We can factor ρ
to an irreducible representation of some fibre Ind(A,α)(E · v), transport it to A(v)
via the isomorphism of Proposition 3.4, and then lift to a representation π of A.
Tracing through definitions shows that M(π) = ρ. To see M is injective, suppose
M(π) is unitarily equivalent toM(ρ). Let u = σA(π) and v = σA(ρ). By definition,
M(π) = πu ◦ εu and M(ρ) = ρv ◦ εv. By [27, Proposition C.5], M(π) and M(ρ)
both factor to representations of some fibre Ind(A,α)(E · w). However, since the
quotient map onto the fibre is given by restriction, the only way these statements
can be compatible is if u, v ∈ E · w. Thus there exists a γ ∈ E such that u = s(γ)
and v = r(γ); that is πu ∈ Â(s(γ)) and ρv ∈ Â(r(γ)). Since M(π) is equivalent to
M(ρ), there exists a unitary U such that
πs(γ)◦εs(γ)(f) = Uρr(γ)◦εr(γ)(f)U
∗ = Uρr(γ)◦f(r(γ))U
∗ = Uρr(γ)(αγ(f(s(γ))))U
∗
which implies that π is unitarily equivalent to γ−1 · ρ. Thus M induces a bijection.
Since N is continuous by Lemma 3.8 and ΛInd(A,α)(N(τ)) = M(ΛA(τ)) by (6)
we get that M is continuous as well. Finally we show that M is open. Suppose
M(πi) → M(π) in (Ind
E(0)
E (A,α))
∧. Let ui = σA(πi) and u = σA(π). Since
M(πi) → M(π), a straightforward argument shows that E · ui → E · u. The map
from E(0) onto E\E(0) is open so we may pass to a subnet, relabel, and chose
γi such that r(γi) = γi · ui → u. To prove γi · πi → π it suffices to show that
if J is an ideal in A such that J 6⊂ kerπ then eventually J 6⊂ kerγi · πi [21,
Corollary A.28]. Choose a ∈ J such that π(a) = πu(a(u)) 6= 0. Let ǫ = ‖π(a)‖/4
and use Lemma 3.3 to find f ∈ Ind(A,α) such that ‖f(u)− a(u)‖ < ǫ. Since the
norm on A is upper semicontinuous the set {b ∈ A : ‖b‖ < ǫ} is open. Both f
and a are continuous as functions on E(0) so f(r(γi)) − a(r(γi)) → f(u) − a(u)
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and this implies that, eventually, ‖f(r(γi))− a(γi · ui)‖ < ǫ. Next, observe that by
construction M(π)(f) = πu(f(u)) and that
|‖M(π)(f)‖ − ‖π(a)‖| ≤ ‖πu(f(u))− πu(a(u))‖ ≤ ‖f(u)− a(u)‖ < ǫ.
Since ǫ = ‖π(a)‖/4 this implies that ‖M(π)(f)‖ > ‖π(a)‖2 . We know from [21,
Lemma A.30] that the map ρ → ρ(f) is lower semicontinuous on (IndEE(0)(A,α))
∧
so the set {ρ : ‖ρ(f)‖ > ‖π(a)‖/2} is open. Since we assumed M(γi · πi)→M(π),
this implies that for large i
‖M(γi · πi)(f)‖ = ‖(γi · πi)γi·ui(f(γi · ui))‖ > ‖π(a)‖/2.
However, we also eventually have
|‖M(γi · πi)(f)‖ − ‖γi · πi(a)‖| ≤ ‖(γi · πi)r(γi)(f(r(γi))) − (γi · πi)r(γi)(a(r(γi)))‖
≤ ‖f(r(γi))− a(r(γi))‖ < ǫ
Therefore, for large enough i, ‖γi · πi(a)‖ >
‖π(a)‖
4 and in particular a 6∈ ker γi · πi.
This suffices to show that eventually J 6⊂ ker γi · πi, and thus M is open. 
Corollary 3.10. Let E be a principal and proper groupoid and (A,α) be an E-
dynamical system. Then (A⋊α E)
∧ ∼= E\Â.
Proof. Since E is principal and proper [2, Theorem 5.2] shows that (A,α) is a “sat-
urated” E-dynamical system. That is, Fix(A,α) is Morita equivalent to A⋊α,r E.
Now E is proper and hence amenable, so A ⋊α,r E ∼= A ⋊α E [1, Corollary 2.1.7,
Proposition 6.1.8]. Thus (A ⋊α E)
∧ ∼= (A ⋊α,r E)∧ ∼= Fix(A,α)∧. But by Propo-
sition 3.6, Fix(A,α) ∼= Ind(A,α) and by Lemma 3.9, Ind(A,α)∧ ∼= E\Â; therefore
(A⋊α E)
∧ ∼= E\Â. 
Remark 3.11. Note that E principal implies the isotropy subgroupoid of E is trivial;
further E proper implies E\E(0) is Hausdorff and therefore “regular” in the sense
of [11]. Thus Corollary 3.10 is a special case of [11, Theorem 2.22].
4. The Brauer semigroup
Let E be a second countable locally compact Hausdorff groupoid. As in [12] and
[13] we want to define a commutative binary operation on classes of E-dynamical
systems. In those papers the binary operation is induced by a balanced tensor
product. In [13] they consider only those E-dynamical systems (A,α) with A
continuous trace, and hence nuclear. Thus [13] does not need to specify a particular
tensor product. Since we are considering all (separable) E-dynamical systems we
must make a choice and so we follow [12] and use the maximal balanced tensor
product introduced in [4] for compact spaces. The results from [4] can be easily
extended to arbitrary locally compact Hausdorff spaces so we cite them without
further comment.
Let T be a second countable locally compact Hausdorff space, and A and B be
C0(T )-algebras. Consider the ideal JT of A⊗max B generated by
{(φ · a)⊗ b− a⊗ (φ · b) : a ∈ A, b ∈ B, φ ∈ C0(T )}.
We define the C0(T )-balanced tensor product by
A⊗T B := A⊗max B/JT .
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The map φ · (a⊗b) := (φ ·a⊗b) defines a C0(T )-structure on A⊗T B. Furthermore,
if A ⊗T B is the upper semicontinuous C∗-bundle over T constructed from A⊗T B,
then we have (A ⊗T B)(t) = A(t) ⊗max B(t) [6, Lemma 2.4]. Note that if X is a
locally compact Hausdorff space and q : X → T is a continuous open surjection
then C0(X) is a C0(T )-algebra and C0(X)⊗TA ∼= Γ0(X, q
∗
A ) [20, Proposition 1.3].
Let (A,α) and (B, β) be E-dynamical systems. Since αγ : A(s(γ)) → A(r(γ))
and βγ : B(s(γ)) → B(r(γ)) are isomorphisms, we can use [21, Lemma B.31]
to show that the map αγ ⊗ βγ : A(s(γ)) ⊗max B(s(γ)) → A(r(γ)) ⊗max B(r(γ))
characterized by αγ ⊗ βγ(a⊗ b) = αγ(a)⊗ βγ(b) is an isomorphism. The argument
on page 919 of [13] shows that the collection {αγ ⊗ βγ} defines a continuous E-
action on A⊗E(0) B. Lemma 2.4 of [12] implies that the C0(E
(0))-balanced tensor
product is an associative, commutative, binary operation on the set of E-dynamical
systems.
Definition 4.1 ([13, Definition 3.1]). Two E-dynamical systems (A,α) and (B, β)
are equivariantly Morita equivalent if there is an A − B-imprimitivity bimodule
bundle Z which admits an action V of E by isomorphisms such that
A(r(γ))
〈Vγ(ξ), Vγ(ζ)〉 = αγ(A(r(γ)) 〈ξ, ζ〉) and 〈Vγ(ξ), Vγ(ζ)〉B(r(γ)) = βγ(〈ξ, ζ〉A(r(γ)) ).
In this case we will write (A,α) ∼(Z,V ) (B, β).
Remark 4.2. If (Z , V ) is an (A,α) − (B, β) equivariant imprimitivity bimodule
bundle then a computation shows that Vγ(a · z) = αγ(a) · Vγ(z) and Vγ(z · b) =
Vγ(z) · βγ(b). Furthermore, it follows from [18, Section 9.1] that the corresponding
crossed products A⋊α E and B ⋊β E are Morita equivalent.
The proof of the following lemma is similar to the proof of [13, Lemma 3.2] and
has been omitted.
Lemma 4.3. Equivariant Morita equivalence is an equivalence relation. For an
E-dynamical system (A,α) we denote its equivariant Morita equivalence class by
[A,α].
Next we show that the balanced tensor product gives us a semigroup operation.
Proposition 4.4. Let [A,α] and [B, β] be equivariant Morita equivalence classes
of E-dynamical systems. Then
[A,α][B, β] := [A⊗E(0) B,α⊗ β] (7)
is a well defined commutative binary operation with identity [C0(E
(0)), lt].
Proof. Since⊗E(0) is an associative, commutative, binary operation onE-dynamical
systems, it suffices to show that the multiplication in (7) is well defined. Suppose
(A,α) ∼(X,V ) (C, ϑ) and (B, β) ∼(Y,W ) (D, δ). Then as in the proof of [13, Propo-
sition 3.6] we can define an imprimitivity bimodule bundle Z with fibres given by
the external tensor product X(u) ⊗ Y (u) under the inner products characterized
by
A(u)⊗B(u)
〈x⊗ y, x′ ⊗ y′〉 :=
A(u)
〈x, x′〉 ⊗
B(u)
〈y, y′〉 and
〈x⊗ y, x′ ⊗ y′〉
C(u)⊗D(u)
:= 〈x, x′〉
C(u)
⊗ 〈y, y′〉
D(u)
.
The topology on Z is characterized by the condition that u 7→ f(u) ⊗ g(u) is
continuous for all f ∈ X , g ∈ Y . The continuity of the left and right actions follows
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as in the proof of [13, Proposition 3.6]. It remains to show continuity of the inner
products.
By symmetry it suffices to show the A⊗E(0)B valued inner product is continuous.
Let zi → z and wi → w in Z with pZ (wi) = pZ (zi) = ui and pZ (w) = pZ (z) = u.
Let ǫ > 0. Pick finite subsets J,K ⊂ X(u)×Y (u) such that ‖z−
∑
(x,y)∈J x⊗y‖ < ǫ
and ‖w −
∑
(x′,y′)∈K x
′ ⊗ y′‖ < ǫ. Let πi be the projection onto the i-th factor.
For each x ∈ π1(J ∪ K) pick fx ∈ X such that fx(u) = x and similarly for
each y ∈ π2(J ∪ K) pick gy ∈ Y such that gy(u) = y. By the continuity of fx,
gy, and the inner products we have A(ui)〈fx(ui), fx′(ui)〉 → A(u)〈fx(u), fx′(u)〉 and
B(ui)
〈gy(ui), gy′(ui)〉 → B(u)〈gy(u), gy′(u)〉. By the definition of the topology on
A ⊗E(0) B we then get
A⊗B(ui)
〈fx ⊗ gy(ui), fx′ ⊗ gy′(ui)〉 = A(ui)〈fx(ui), fx′(ui)〉 ⊗ B(ui)〈gy(ui), gy′(ui)〉 →
A(u)
〈fx(u), fx′(u)〉 ⊗ B(u)〈gy(u), gy′(u)〉 = A⊗B(u)〈fx ⊗ gy(u), fx′ ⊗ gy′(u)〉
Thus
A⊗B(ui)
〈 ∑
(x,y)∈J
fx ⊗ gy(ui),
∑
(x′,y′)∈K
fx′ ⊗ gy′(ui)
〉
→
A⊗B(u)
〈 ∑
(x,y)∈J
fx ⊗ gy(u),
∑
(x′,y′)∈K
fx′ ⊗ gy′(u)
〉
.
By the definition of the norms on Z(ui) and Z(u), and the Cauchy-Schwartz in-
equality, we have∥∥∥∥∥∥A⊗B(ui)
〈 ∑
(x,y)∈J
fx ⊗ gy(ui),
∑
(x′,y′)∈K
fx′ ⊗ gy′(ui)
〉
−
A⊗B(ui)
〈zi, wi〉
∥∥∥∥∥∥ < 2ǫ(‖z‖+ǫ).
Proposition 2.2 now gives that
A⊗B(ui)
〈zi, wi〉 → A⊗B(u)〈z, w〉. Thus the A ⊗E(0) B-
valued inner product is continuous as desired, and the multiplication in (7) is well-
defined.
Finally, showing [C0(E
(0)), lt] acts as an identity for this multiplication follows
as in the proof of [13, Proposition 3.6]. 
Definition 4.5. Let E be a locally compact Hausdorff groupoid. The Brauer semi-
group, denoted S(E), to be the abelian monoid of equivariant Morita equivalence
classes of E-dynamical systems with the operation given in Proposition 4.4. The
Brauer group is the set Br(E) = {[A,α] ∈ S(E) : A has continuous trace}.
Remark 4.6. Lemma 6.6 of [12] states that A ⊗E(0) B has continuous trace with
spectrum E(0) if and only if A and B have continuous trace with spectrum E(0).
Thus if [A,α] is invertible, then A must have continuous trace with spectrum E(0)
and therefore be an element of the Brauer group Br(E). Conversely, if A has
continuous trace with spectrum E(0) then [A,α] ∈ Br(E) and [13, Theorem 3.7]
says [A,α] is invertible. That is, the invertible elements of S(E) are precisely those
in Br(E).
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5. Main Theorem
Throughout suppose G and H are second countable locally compact Hausdorff
groupoids with Haar systems {λuG}u∈G(0) and {λ
u
H}u∈H(0) , and let X be a (G,H)-
equivalence [15, Definition 2.1]. In particular G and H act freely and properly on
the left and right of X , respectively, and rX : X → H
(0) and sX : X → G
(0)
induce homeomorphisms G\X ∼= H(0) and X/H ∼= G(0), respectively. We can
define a transformation groupoid G⋉X ⋊H := {(γ, x, η) ∈ G×X ×H : rG(γ) =
rX(x), sX(x) = rH(η)} associated to this equivalence whose topology is given by
the relative topology and whose operations are defined by
r(γ, x, η) = x s(γ, x, η) = γ−1xη
(γ, x, η)(ξ, γ−1xη, ζ) = (γξ, x, ηζ) (γ, x, η)−1 = (γ−1, γ−1xη, η−1).
The transformation groupoids G⋉X and X⋊H embed naturally in G⋉X⋊H by
(γ, x) 7→ (γ, x, sX(x)) and (x, η) 7→ (rX(x), x, η), respectively. We identify G ⋉X
and X ⋊H with their image under these embeddings.
Suppose (A,ω) is a G ⋉ X ⋊ H-dynamical system. Then ωG := ω|G⋉X and
ωH := ω|X⋊H are continuous actions of G ⋉ X and X ⋊ H on A, respectively.
Furthermore, since both sides are equal to ω(γ,x,η), we have
ωG(γ,x) ◦ ω
H
(γ−1x,η) = ω
H
(x,η) ◦ ω
G
(γ,xη). (8)
The next proposition shows that every action of G⋉X ⋊H arises in this way.
Proposition 5.1. Let A be a C0(X)-algebra and X a (G,H)-equivalence. Then
A admits a G ⋉X ⋊H action ω if and only if there exists actions ωG and ωH of
G⋉X and X ⋊H on A that satisfy equation (8).
Proof. The only if part was shown above. Suppose that A admits actions ωG and
ωH of G ⋉ X and X ⋊ H that satisfy equation (8). Define ω(γ,x,η) := ω
G
(γ,x) ◦
ωH(γ−1x,η). Using (8) one can show that ω is well-defined and respects the groupoid
multiplication. It is an isomorphism of the fibres and continuous since ωG and ωH
are. 
Let (A,α) be an H-dynamical system. Then s∗XA is a C0(X)-algebra and we
can define maps
s∗Xα(γ,x,η) : s
∗
XA(γ
−1xη)→ s∗XA(x) by (γ
−1xη, a) 7→ (x, αη(a)).
We show in Proposition 5.3 that s∗Xα defines a continuous action of G ⋉ X ⋊ H
on s∗XA. Similar statements hold for G-dynamical systems and rX . Our goal is to
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose G and H are second countable locally compact Hausdorff
groupoids with Haar systems and X is a (G,H)-equivalence. Then the following
statements hold.
(1) The map [B, β] 7→ [s∗XB, s
∗
Xβ] defines an isomorphism υ
X,H : S(H) →
S(G ⋉X ⋊H) such that s∗XB ⋊s∗Xβ (G ⋉X ⋊H) is Morita equivalent to
B ⋊β H.
(2) The map [A,α] 7→ [r∗XA, r
∗
Xα] defines an isomorphism υ
X,G : S(G) →
S(G ⋉X ⋊H) such that r∗XA ⋊r∗Xα (G ⋉X ⋊H) is Morita equivalent to
A⋊α G.
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(3) The map υX = (υX,G)−1 ◦ υX,H defines an isomorphism from S(H) to
S(G) such that if υX([B, β]) = [A,α] then A ⋊α G is Morita equivalent to
B ⋊β H.
To prove Theorem 5.2 it suffices to to prove item (1) since the others will follow
by symmetry. To do this we will first analyze υX,H and then define an inverse.
5.1. The map υX,H and its properties. Let Z be an upper semicontinuous
Banach bundle over H(0), Z = Γ0(H
(0),Z ), and consider s∗XZ . Define s
∗
XZ :=
Γ0(X, s
∗
XZ ).
Proposition 5.3. Let Z be an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle over H(0) and
V a continuous H action on Z. For (γ, x, η) ∈ G⋉X ⋊H and (γ−1xη, z) ∈ s∗XZ
define
(s∗XV )(γ,x,η)(γ
−1xη, z) := (x, Vη(z)). (9)
Then {(s∗XV )(γ,x,η)} is a continuous G ⋉ X ⋊ H action on s
∗
XZ. In particular,
if (A,α) is an H-dynamical system then (s∗XA, s
∗
Xα) is a G ⋉ X ⋊ H-dynamical
system.
Proof. This proof is relatively straightforward and the details have been omitted
for brevity. Algebraic computations show that s∗XV(γ,xη) is an isomorphism and
that s∗XV respects the groupoid operations. The continuity of s
∗
XV follows from
the continuity of V and an application of Proposition 2.2. 
Hence νX,H defines a map from H-dynamical systems to G⋉X ⋊H-dynamical
systems. We show in the next proposition that νX,H descends to a map on equi-
variant Morita equivalence classes of H-dynamical systems.
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a (G,H)-equivalence and (Z , V ) an equivariant im-
primitivity bimodule bundle between the H-dynamical systems (A,α) and (B, β).
Then (s∗XZ , s
∗
XV ) is an equivariant imprimitivity bimodule bundle between the
G⋉X⋊H-dynamical systems (s∗XA, s
∗
Xα) and (s
∗
XB, s
∗
Xβ) where the inner products
and actions are defined as follows
s∗
X
A(x)
〈(x, z), (x,w)〉 := (x,
A(s(x))
〈z, w〉) 〈(x, z), (x,w)〉
s∗
X
B(x)
:= (x, 〈z, w〉
B(s(x))
)
(x, a) · (x, z) := (x, a · z) (x, z) · (x, b) := (x, z · b)
for x ∈ X, z, w ∈ Z(sX(x)), a ∈ A(sX(x)) and b ∈ B(sX(s)).
Proof. By the definition of s∗XZ , each fibre of s
∗
XZ is isomorphic as a Hilbert
bimodule to a fibre of Z and therefore is an imprimitivity bimodule. To show that
s∗XZ is an imprimitivity bimodule bundle it remains to show that the actions and
inner products are continuous. However, this follows quickly using the continuity
of the actions on Z . Finally, straightforward computations show both
(s∗Xα)(γ,x,η)(s∗
X
A(γ−1xη)
〈
(γ−1xη, z), (γ−1xη, z′)
〉
)
=
s∗
X
A(x)
〈
(s∗XV )(γ,x,η)(γ
−1xη, z), (s∗XV )(γ,x,η)(γ
−1xη, z′)
〉
and
(s∗Xβ)(γ,x,η)(
〈
(γ−1xη, z), (γ−1xη, z′)
〉
s∗
X
B(γ−1xη)
)
=
〈
(s∗XV )(γ,x,η)(γ
−1xη, z), (s∗XV )(γ,x,η)(γ
−1xη, z′)
〉
s∗
X
B(x)
. 
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Proposition 5.4 shows that νX,H descends to a well-defined set map S(H) →
S(G⋊X ⋉H). Next we show that νX,H is a semigroup homomorphism.
Proposition 5.5. Let (A,α) and (B, β) be H-dynamical systems.
(1) The map Φ : s∗XA ⊗X s
∗
XB → s
∗
X(A ⊗H(0) B) characterized by
Φ : (x, a)⊗ (x, b) 7→ (x, a⊗ b)
is an isomorphism intertwining the groupoid actions (s∗Xα) ⊗X (s
∗
Xβ) and
s∗X(α ⊗H(0) β).
(2) We have [s∗XA, s
∗
Xα][s
∗
XB, s
∗
Xβ] = [s
∗
X(A⊗H(0) B), s
∗
X(α⊗H(0) β)]. That is,
νX,H is a homomorphism of Brauer semigroups.
Proof. Recall from Section 4 that
(s∗XA⊗X s
∗
XB)(x) = s
∗
XA(x)⊗ s
∗
XB(x) and
A(sX(x)) ⊗B(sX(x)) = (A⊗H(0) B)(sX(x)).
Furthermore (x, a) 7→ a is an isomorphism from s∗XA(x) to A(sX(x)) and similarly
s∗XB(x)
∼= B(sX(x)) and s∗X(A⊗H(0) B)(x)
∼= (A⊗H(0) B)(sX(x)). Thus for a fixed
x the map (x, a)⊗ (x, b) 7→ (x, a⊗ b) is the composition of isomorphisms
(s∗XA⊗X s
∗
XB)(x) → s
∗
XA(x) ⊗ s
∗
XB(x)→ A(sX(x)) ⊗B(sX(x))
→ (A⊗H(0) B)(sX(x))→ s
∗
X(A⊗H(0) B)(x).
Therefore Φ is an isomorphism on the fibres and hence bijective. Thus to show Φ
is an isomorphism we need to show that Φ and Φ−1 are continuous. The continuity
of Φ follows from an application of Proposition 2.2. The argument is similar to the
one given below and will not be reproduced here.
To see Φ−1 is continuous, suppose (xi, zi) → (x, z) ∈ s∗X(A ⊗H(0) B). Let
ǫ > 0 be given and pick a finite subset I ⊂ A(sX(x)) × B(sX(x)) so that we
have ‖
∑
(a,b)∈I a ⊗ b − z‖ < ǫ. Let πi be the projection onto the i-th factor. For
a ∈ π1(I) and b ∈ π2(I) pick functions fa ∈ A and gb ∈ B such that fa(sX(x)) = a
and gb(sX(x)) = b. Now choose a compact neighborhood K of x ∈ X and a
function φ ∈ Cc(X) such that φ|K ≡ 1. The maps Fa,b : y 7→ (y, φ(y)fa(sX(y))) ⊗
(y, φ(y)gb(sX(y))) are continuous and compactly supported and thus are in s
∗
XA⊗X
s∗XB. Hence ∑
(a,b)∈I
Fa,b(xi)→
∑
(a,b)∈I
Fa,b(x) =
∑
(a,b)∈I
(x, a) ⊗ (x, b).
To show Φ−1(xi, zi) → Φ−1(x, z) it suffices to show Φ−1(xi, zi) is eventually
close to
∑
(a,b)∈I Fa,b(xi) by Proposition 2.2. Note that since K is a compact
neighborhood of x and φ|K ≡ 1 we eventually have
Fa,b(xi) = (xi, fa(sX(xi)))⊗ (xi, gb(sX(xi))) = Φ
−1(xi, fa(sX(xi))⊗ gb(sX(xi))).
Since fa and gb are continuous, for large enough i∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
(a,b)∈I
(xi, fa(sX(xi))⊗ gb(sX(xi))) − zi
∥∥∥∥∥ < ǫ.
Again since Φ is an isomorphism of the fibres, we eventually have∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
(a,b)∈I
Fa,b(xi)− Φ
−1(xi, zi)
∥∥∥∥∥
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=
∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
(a,b)∈I
Φ−1(xi, fa(sX(xi))⊗ gb(sX(xi)))− Φ
−1(xi, zi)
∥∥∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
(a,b)∈I
(xi, fa(sX(xi))⊗ gb(sX(xi)))− zi
∥∥∥∥∥ < ǫ.
So Proposition 2.2 shows that Φ−1(xi, zi)→ Φ−1(x, z) and Φ−1 is continuous.
It remains to show that Φ intertwines the actions. This follows from a com-
putation on elementary tensors. Part (2) of the proposition follows from part (1)
since
[s∗XA, s
∗
Xα][s
∗
XB, s
∗
Xβ] = [s
∗
XA⊗X s
∗
XB, s
∗
Xα⊗X s
∗
Xβ]
= [s∗X(A⊗H(0) B), s
∗
X(α⊗H(0) β)]. 
5.2. The Generalized Fixed Point Algebra. The inverse of υX,H will be con-
structed using the generalized fixed point algebra. Let (A,ω) be a G ⋉ X ⋊ H-
dynamical system. Since G acts freely and properly on X , G ⋉ X is a principal
and proper groupoid. Thus we may construct the generalized fixed point algebra,
Fix(A,ωG) [2, Proposition 4.4, Remark 3.10]. By Proposition 3.6, Fix(A,ωG) is
equal to Ind(A,ωG). We denote both by FixG(A). Since sX : X → H(0) descends
to a homeomorphism of (G ⋉ X)\X with H(0), by Proposition 3.4 FixG(A) is a
C0(H
(0))-algebra with fibres FixG(A)(u) = Ind(Γ0(s
−1
X (u),A ), α).
More generally, let Z be an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle over X en-
dowed with a continuous G⋉X ⋊H action V = {V(γ,x,η)}. We can define actions
V G and V H of G⋉X and X ⋊H on Z by restriction. Let Z = Γ0(X,Z ). Define
FixG(Z) := Ind(Z, V
G). Consider the sets
FixG(Z)(u) := {f ∈ Γ
b(s−1X (u),Z ) : V
G
(γ,x)(f(γ
−1x)) = f(x)}.
For x ∈ s−1X (u) the evaluation map εx : FixG(Z)(u) → Z(x) is isometric since
s−1X (u) = (G ⋉ X) · x for some x ∈ X and ‖f(γx)‖ = ‖V
G
(γ,x)(f(x))‖ = ‖f(x)‖.
Consequently, εx has a closed range and it then follows from Lemma 3.3 that εx is
surjective. In other words, εx : FixG(Z)(u) → Z(x) is a norm preserving isomor-
phism. We can then put a topology on
⊔
u∈H(0) FixG(Z)(u) using Proposition 2.6
and the sections u 7→ F |s−1
X
(u) for F ∈ FixG(Z). Denote
⊔
u∈H(0) FixG(Z)(u)
equipped with this topology by FixG(Z ). Using Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.3,
FixG(Z) = Γ0(H
(0),FixG(Z )).
Proposition 5.6. Let Z be an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle over X and
V a continuous action of G ⋉ X ⋊ H on Z. For η ∈ H and f ∈ FixG(Z)(s(η))
define
FixG(V )η(f)(x) := V
H
(x,η)(f(xη)) = V(rX (x),x,η)(f(xη)). (10)
Then FixG(V ) is a well-defined continuous action of H on FixG(Z). In particular, if
(A,ω) is a G⋉X⋊H-dynamical system then (FixG(A),FixG(ω)) is an H-dynamical
system.
Proof. Suppose η ∈ H and f ∈ FixG(Z)(s(η)). We first show FixG(V )η(f) ∈
FixG(Z)(rH(η)). Since supp(f) ⊂ s
−1
X (sH(η)) we have supp(FixG(V )η(f)) ⊂
s−1X (rH(η)). We know FixG(V )η(f) is continuous since V and f are continuous.
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It is bounded since f is bounded and V(rX (x),x,η) is a norm preserving isomorphism
for all x ∈ s−1X (rH(η)). Lastly
V G(γ,x)(FixG(V )η(f)(γ
−1x)) = V G(γ,x)V
H
(γ−1x,η)(f(γ
−1xη)) = V H(x,η)V
G
(γ,xη)(f(γ
−1xη))
= V H(x,η)(f(xη)) = FixG(V )η(f)(x).
Thus FixG(V )η(f) ∈ FixG(Z)(rH(η)). It follows from routine computations that
each FixG(V )η is an isometric isomorphism and that FixG(V ) preserves the groupoid
operations.
It remains to show that FixG(V ) is continuous. Suppose ηi → η0 and fi ∈
Fix(Z)(s(ηi)) such that fi → f0. We need to show FixG(V )ηi(fi)→ FixG(V )η0(f0).
It suffices to show that every subnet has a subnet converging to FixG(V )η0(f0).
Pass to a subnet, relabel, and pick x0 ∈ s
−1
X (rH(η0)) and F ∈ FixG(Z) such that
F |s−1
X
(r(η0))
= FixG(V )η0(f0). Since sX is open we can choose xi ∈ s
−1
X (rH(ηi)) such
that xi → x0. It follows from an application of Proposition 2.2 that fi(xiηi) →
f0(x0η0) in Z . Thus by the continuity of V ,
FixG(V )ηi(fi)(xi) = V(rX (xi),xi,ηi)(f(xiηi))→
V(rX (x0),x0,η0)(f(x0η0)) = FixG(V )η0(f0)(x0).
Let ǫ > 0. It follows from the definition of the topology on Z and the continuity
of F that eventually ‖F (xi) − FixG(V )ηi(fi)(xi)‖ < ǫ. Since V
G
(γ,xi)
is a norm
preserving isomorphism we have, for large i and for all γ ∈ r−1G (rX(xi)) , that
‖V G(γ,xi)(F (xi)) − V
G
(γ,xi)
(FixG(V )ηi(fi)(xi))‖ < ǫ.
Because F ∈ FixG(Z) and FixG(V )ηi(fi) are in FixG(Z)(r(ηi)), this implies that
‖F |s−1
X
(rH(ηi))
− FixG(V )ηi(fi)‖∞ < ǫ eventually. Another application of Proposi-
tion 2.2 now shows FixG(V )ηi(fi)→ FixG(V )η0(f0) as desired. 
We need to show that FixG induces a well-defined map on equivariant Morita
equivalence classes. For this we use the next proposition.
Proposition 5.7. Let X be a (G,H)-equivalence and (Z , V ) an equivariant im-
primitivity bimodule bundle for G ⋉ X ⋊H-dynamical systems (A,α) and (B, β).
Then (FixG(Z ),FixG(V )) is an equivariant imprimitivity bimodule bundle for H-
dynamical systems (FixG(A),FixG(α)) and (FixG(B),Fix(β)) where the left and
right actions and inner products are defined by
FixG(A)(u)
〈z, w〉 := x 7→
A(x)
〈z(x), w(x)〉 〈z, w〉
FixG(B)(u)
:= x 7→ 〈z(x), w(x)〉
B(x)
a · z := x 7→ a(x) · z(x) z · b := x 7→ z(x) · b(x)
for u ∈ H(0), x ∈ s−1X (u), a ∈ A, b ∈ B and z, w ∈ Z.
Proof. First note that FixG(V ) is a continuous action on FixG(Z) by Proposi-
tion 5.6. Also FixG(Z)(u) ∼= Z(x) for any x ∈ s
−1
X (u) and the Hilbert bimodule
structure on FixG(Z)(u) is the one pulled back from Z(x) under this isomorphism.
Thus each fibre of FixG(Z ) is an imprimitivity bimodule. To show that FixG Z is
an imprimitivity bimodule bundle it suffices to show that the operations are con-
tinuous. By symmetry it suffices to show that the FixG(A ) action and FixG(A )
inner product are continuous. We show only the continuity of the FixG(A ) action.
The proof of continuity for the inner product is similar.
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Suppose ai → a0 and zi → z0 in FixG(A ) and FixG(Z ), respectively. Let ǫ > 0
and define ui = p(ai) = p(zi) for all i. Pick a ∈ FixG(A) such that a|s−1X (u0)
= a0
and z ∈ FixG(Z) such that z|s−1
X
(u0)
= z0. Since a|s−1
X
(ui)
and ai both converge to a0
in FixG(A ) we must eventually have ‖ai − a|s−1
X
(ui)
‖ < ǫ. Similarly, we eventually
have ‖zi − z|s−1
X
(ui)
‖ < ǫ. Notice this also implies that for large i
‖ai‖ ≤ ‖ai − a|s−1
X
(ui)
‖+ ‖a|s−1
X
(ui)
‖ ≤ ǫ + ‖a‖
so that {‖ai‖} must be bounded by some M . Finally, observe that
a|s−1
X
(ui)
· z|s−1
X
(ui)
= (a · z)|s−1
X
(ui)
→ (a · z)|s−1
X
(u0)
= a0 · z0.
We may now compute for x ∈ s−1X (ui),
‖(a · z)|s−1
X
(ui)
(x) − ai · zi(x)‖
≤ ‖a(x) · z(x)− ai(x) · z(x)‖+ ‖ai(x) · z(x)− ai(x) · zi(x)‖
≤ ‖a|s−1
X
(ui)
− ai‖‖z|s−1
X
‖+ ‖ai‖‖z|s−1
X
(ui)
− zi‖ ≤ ǫ‖z‖+Mǫ.
Hence ‖(a ·z)|s−1
X
(ui)
−ai ·zi‖ is eventually small and we can now use Proposition 2.2
to conclude that ai · zi → a · z. Finally, the following identities can be verified with
a brief computation:
FixG(α)η(FixG(A)(s(η)) 〈z, w〉)(x) = FixG(A)(r(η)) 〈FixG(V )η(z),FixG(V )η(w)〉 (x)
FixG(β)η(〈z, w〉
FixG(B)(s(η))
)(x) = 〈FixG(V )η(z),FixG(V )η(w)〉
FixG(B)(r(η))
(x).
5.3. An isomorphism of Brauer Semigroups. In this section we show that
νX,H and FixG are inverses. We begin by showing ν
X,H ◦ FixG = id.
Proposition 5.8. Let (A,ω) be a G ⋉ X ⋊ H-dynamical system. Then the map
characterized by
Υ(x, f) := f(x) for f ∈ FixG(A)(sX(x))
defines an isomorphism from s∗X FixG(A ) to A . Furthermore, Υ intertwines the
action s∗X FixG(ω) with ω.
Proof. Suppose (A,ω) is a G⋉X ⋊H-dynamical system. By [20, Proposition 1.3]
s∗X FixG(A) = Γ0(X, s
∗
X FixG(A )) = C0(X)⊗G\X FixG(A).
For the first statement, we define a C0(X)-linear isomorphism Υ˜ : s
∗
X FixG(A)→ A
whose associated isomorphism of upper semicontinuous C∗-bundles is Υ. Consider
the map
Υ˜ : C0(X)⊗G\X FixG(A)→ A characterized by Υ˜(φ⊗ f)(x) = φ(x)f(x).
Then Υ˜ defines a C0(X)-linear ∗-homomorphism. By comparing on elementary
tensors we see that Υ˜(F )(x) = F (x)(x) = Υ(x, F (x)) for F ∈ Γ0(X, s∗X FixG(A )).
Therefore the map of s∗X FixG(A) induced by Υ is Υ˜.
Let B be the image of Υ˜. By definition C0(X) · B ⊂ B ⊂ A. Pick x ∈ X and
a ∈ A(x). Given ǫ > 0, Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists an F ∈ FixG(A) with
‖F (x) − a‖ < ǫ. Pick φ ∈ Cc(X) such that φ(x) = 1 then Υ˜(φ ⊗ F )(x) = F (x).
Thus Proposition 2.5 implies B is dense in A and therefore Υ˜ is onto.
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To show that Υ˜ is injective we show it preserves norms. If F ∈ s∗X FixG(A), then
‖Υ˜(F )‖ = sup
π∈Â
‖π(Υ˜(F ))‖ = max
x∈X
sup
π∈Â(x)
‖π ◦ qx(Υ˜(F ))‖
= max
x∈X
sup
π∈Â(x)
‖π(F (x)(x))‖ = max
x∈X
sup
π∈Â(x)
‖π ◦ εx(F (x))‖
= max
x∈X
sup
π∈Â(x)
‖M(π ◦ qx)G·x(F (x))‖.
By Lemma 3.9, {M(π ◦ qx)G·x : π ∈ Â(x)} = (FixG(A)(sX(x)))∧, and therefore
‖Υ˜(F )‖ = ‖F‖. To see Υ intertwines the actions is a computation which we
omit. 
Next we show FixG ◦νX,H = id.
Proposition 5.9. Let (A, β) be an H-dynamical system. The map
Ψ : a 7→ (x 7→ (x, a(sX(x))))
defines an isomorphism from A to FixG(s
∗
XA) that intertwines β and FixG(s
∗
Xβ).
Proof. For a ∈ A, the map u 7→ a(u) is continuous and bounded into A so the map
x 7→ (x, a(sX(x))) is continuous and bounded into s∗XA . Furthermore,
(s∗Xβ)
G
(γ,x)(γ
−1x, a(sX(γ
−1x))) = s∗Xβ(γ,x,sX(x))(γ
−1x, a(sX(γ
−1x)))
= (x, a(sX(γ
−1x))) = (x, a(sX(x))).
Since u 7→ a(u) vanishes at infinity and ‖(x, a(sX(x)))‖ = ‖a(sX(x))‖, the map
G · x 7→ ‖(x, a(sX(x)))‖ vanishes at infinity too. That is x 7→ (x, a(sX(x))) ∈
FixG(s
∗
XA). By definition the map Ψ is C0(H
(0))-linear and maps onto the fibres.
Thus by Proposition 2.5 Ψ is onto. The map Ψ is isometric since both norms are
supremum norms. Thus Ψ is an isomorphism as desired.
Since Ψ is an isomorphism of the section algebras it induces an isomorphism of
the upper semicontinuous C∗-bundles. From the definition of Ψ, the corresponding
bundle isomorphism sends a ∈ A(u) to the map s−1X (u) → A given by x 7→ (x, a).
It follows from a brief computation that the isomorphism is equivariant. 
5.4. Morita equivalence. Let E be a principal and proper groupoid and (A,α) an
E-dynamical system. Theorem 5.2 of [2] says that (A,α) is saturated with respect
to the subalgebra Cc(E
(0)) ·A = Γc(E(0),A ). By [2, Definition 5.1] this means that
Γc(E
(0),A ) with actions and pre-inner products given by
A⋊rE
〈f, g〉 (γ, x) := f(r(γ))αγ(g(s(γ))
∗)
〈f, g〉
Fix(A,α)
(u) :=
∫
E
αγ(f(s(γ))
∗g(s(γ))) dλuE(γ)
F · f(u) :=
∫
E
F (γ)αγ(f(s(γ))) dλ
u
E(γ)
f ·m(u) := f(u)m(u)
for F ∈ Γc(E, r
∗
A ), f, g ∈ Γc(E
(0),A ), and m ∈ Fix(A,α) completes to an A ⋊r
E − Fix(A,α) imprimitivity bimodule IMP(A,E, α). We will denote IMP(A,E, α)
by IMP(A) when the action is clear from context. Note that since E acts properly
on E(0), E is topologically amenable [1, Corollary 2.1.7] and thus measurewise
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amenable by [1, Proposition 3.3.5] so that A⋊r,αE = A⋊αE [1, Proposition 6.1.8].
Thus we only need to consider the full crossed products.
If C is an invariant closed subspace of E(0) then E|C is also a principal and
proper groupoid. So (A(C), E|C , α) is a saturated proper dynamical system and
we get that IMP(A(C)) is an A(C) ⋊ E|C − Fix(A(C), α) imprimitivity bimodule
as above. Define
Z :=
⊔
E·u∈E\E(0)
IMP(A(E · u))
and let pZ : Z → E\E(0) be the obvious map. Since IMP(A(E ·u)) is the comple-
tion of the section algebra Γc(E · u,A ), IMP(A) is the completion of Γc(E(0),A ),
and the map f 7→ f |E·u from Γc(E(0),A ) → Γc(E · u,A ) is onto, we can con-
sider Γc(E
(0),A ) as a dense subalgebra of sections of Z and use Γc(E
(0),A ) as in
Proposition 2.6 to define an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle structure on Z .
In the next proposition we reconcile the imprimitivity bimodules IMP(A(E · u))
and IMP(A) by showing Γ0(E\E(0),Z ) ∼= IMP(A).
Proposition 5.10. Suppose E is a principal and proper groupoid, (A,α) an E-
dynamical system, and Z as above. Then Γ0(E\E(0),Z ) is an A⋊E − Fix(A,α)
imprimitivity bimodule and the map ι : IMP(A)→ Γ0(E\E(0),Z ) characterized by
f 7→ f |E·u for f ∈ Γc(E
(0),A ) and u ∈ E(0)
defines an isomorphism of IMP(A) and Γ0(E\E(0),Z ) as imprimitivity bimodules.
Proof. By [9, Proposition 4.2], A ⋊α E is a C0(E\E(0))-algebra, the map F 7→
F |E·u extends to a surjective homomorphism from A⋊E to A(E · u)⋊E|E·u, and
A(E ·u)⋊E|E·u is isomorphic to (A⋊αE)(E ·u). Furthermore, by Proposition 3.6
we know Fix(A(E · u)) = Ind(A(E · u)), which by Proposition 3.4 is isomorphic to
Fix(A)(E · u). By construction Z is an imprimitivity bimodule bundle. Under the
above identifications, Proposition 2.9 implies that Γ0(E\E(0),Z ) is an A ⋊ E −
Fix(A) imprimitivity bimodule with actions and inner products given by
A⋊αE
〈f, g〉 (E · u)(γ) := f(E · r(γ))(r(γ))αγ (g(E · r(γ))(s(γ))
∗)
〈f, g〉
Fix(A)
(E · u)(u) :=
∫
E
αγ(f(E · u)(s(γ))
∗g(E · u)(s(γ))) dλuE(γ)
F · f(E · u)(u) :=
∫
E
F |E·u(γ)αγ(f(E · u)(s(γ))) dλ
u
E(γ)
f ·m(E · u)(u) := f(E · u)(u)m|E·u(u).
By the definition of the topology on Z , ι(f) ∈ Γ0(E\E(0),Z ) for all f ∈
Γc(E
(0),A ). Using the Tietze extension theorem for Banach bundles [17, Propo-
sition A.5], ι maps onto each fibre of Γ0(E\E(0),Z ) and therefore ι is onto by
Proposition 2.5. Furthermore,
A⋊E
〈f, g〉 (E · u)(γ) := f(r(γ))αγ(g(s(γ))
∗) =
A(E·u)⋊E|E·u
〈ι(f), ι(g)〉 (γ).
Thus ι preserves left inner products and therefore is norm preserving. It follows
that ι is injective and hence bijective. Showing ι preserves the actions and the right
inner product is similar. Thus ι is an isomorphism of imprimitivity bimodules. 
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Let (A,ω) be a G⋉X⋊H-dynamical system. Then A⋊ωG (G⋉X) is a C0(H
(0))-
algebra by [3, Proposition 3.5] and there exists an action ωˇH ofH on A⋊ωG (G⋉X)
[3, Proposition 3.7] characterized by
ωˇHη (f)(γ, x) := ω(rX(x),x,η)(f(γ, xη)).
We use Proposition 5.10 in the next lemma to define an action on IMP(A) that
implements an equivariant Morita equivalence between (A ⋊ωG (G ⋉X), ωˇ
H) and
(FixG(A),FixG(ω)). First, recall that G\X is homeomorphic to H(0) so that for
each u ∈ H(0) there exists x ∈ X such that s−1X (u) = G · x.
Lemma 5.11. For each η ∈ H, the map Vη : Γc(G · xη,A ) → Γc(G · x,A ) given
by Vη(f)(y) = ω(r(y),y,η)(f(yη)) extends to an isomorphism of IMP(A(G · xη)) →
IMP(A(G · x)). Furthermore, {Vη} defines a continuous action of H on IMP(A)
such that
A(G·x)⋊G|G·x
〈Vη(f), Vη(g)〉 = ωˇ
H
η (A(G·xη)⋊G|G·xη 〈f, g〉) and (11)
〈Vη(f), Vη(g)〉
FixG(A)(G·x)
= FixG(ω)η(〈f, g〉
FixG(A)(G·xη)
).
Proof. Since f is continuous and compactly supported and ω is a continuous action
Vη(f) is continuous and compactly supported and is thus in Γc(G · x,A ). The two
algebraic conditions in (11) follow from some mostly painless computations which
we omit for brevity. It follows from (11) that
‖Vη(f)‖
2 = ‖
(A⋊(G⋊X))(G·x)
〈Vη(f), Vη(f)〉 ‖ = ‖ωˇ
H
η ((A⋊(G⋊X))(G·xη) 〈f, f〉)‖
= ‖
(A⋊(G⋊X))(G·xη)
〈f, f〉 ‖ = ‖f‖2
so that Vη preserves the norm on Γc(G · xη,A ) and therefore extends to a ∗-
homomorphism of IMP(A(G · xη)) into IMP(A(G · x)). Finally, some more algebra
shows that Vη is an isomorphism and it preserves the groupoid operations.
To show that Vη is an action we need to show that it is continuous. Suppose that
ηi → η0 and zi → zi in Z . Let vi = r(ηi) and choose xi so that G · xi = s
−1
X (vi).
To show that Vηi(zi)→ Vη0(z0) it suffices to show that every subsequence of Vηi (zi)
has a subsequence converging to Vη0(z0). It follows from (yet another) application
of Proposition 2.2 that, after passing to a subsequence and relabeling, it suffices to
prove Vηi(F |G·xi)→ Vη0(F |G·x0) for all F ∈ Γc(X,A ).
So let F ∈ Γc(X,A ). We first suppose that r(ηi) = v0 eventually. Then
‖Vηi(F |G·xi)− Vη0(F |G·x0)‖
2
= ‖ 〈Vηi(F |G·xi)− Vη0 (F |G·x0), Vηi(F |G·xi)− Vη0 (F |G·x0)〉FixG(A)(v0)
(y)‖
for any y ∈ s−1X (v0)
=
∥∥∥ ∫
G
ωG(γ,y)((Vηi(F |G·xi)(γ
−1y)− Vη0(F |G·x0)(γ
−1y))∗(Vηi(F |G·xi)(γ
−1y)
− Vη0 (F |G·x0)(γ
−1y))) dλyG(γ)
∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥ ∫
G
ω(γ,y,sX(y))(ω(s(γ),γ−1y,ηi)(F (γ
−1yηi)
∗F (γ−1yηi))
− ω(s(γ),γ−1y,η0)(F (γ
−1yη0))
∗ω(s(γ),γ−1y,ηi)(F (γ
−1yηi))
− ω(s(γ),γ−1y,ηi)(F (γ
−1yηi)
∗)ω(s(γ),γ−1y,η0)(F (γ
−1yη0))
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+ ω(s(γ),γ−1y,η0)(F (γ
−1yη0)
∗F (γ−1yη0))) dλ
y
G(γ)
∥∥∥
≤
∫
G
‖ω(s(γ),γ−1y,ηi)(F (γ
−1yηi))− ω(s(γ),γ−1y,η0)(F (γ
−1yη0))‖‖F (γ
−1yηi)‖
+ ‖ω(s(γ),γ−1y,ηi)(F (γ
−1yηi))
− ω(s(γ),γ−1y,η0)(F (γ
−1yη0))‖‖F (γ
−1yη0)‖ dλ
y
G(γ).
The integrand is zero unless either γ−1yηi or γ
−1yη0 is in supp(F ). Since {yηi} is
compact and the action of G on X is proper, K = {γ : {γ−1yηi} ∩ supp(F ) 6= ∅} is
compact; thus
‖Vηi(F |G·xi)− Vη0(F |G·x0)‖
2
≤
∫
G
2‖ω(s(γ),γ−1y,ηi)(F (γ
−1yηi))− ω(s(γ),γ−1y,η0)(F (γ
−1yη0))‖‖F‖χK (γ) dλ
y
G(γ).
The integral goes to zero since the continuity of ω implies
‖ω(s(γ),γ−1y,ηi)(F (γ
−1yηi))− ω(s(γ),γ−1y,η0)(F (γ
−1yη0))‖ → 0
and λy(K) <∞. So in this case Vηi(F |G·xi)→ Vη0(F |G·x0).
Next suppose that r(ηi) 6= v0 frequently. Since r(ηi) → v0, we can choose a
subsequence and relabel to assume that r(ηi) 6= r(ηj) for ηi 6= ηj . Let C = {r(ηi)}
and D = s−1X (C). Note that both C and D are closed since C is compact and sX
is continuous. Define a function ι : D → N by ι(x) = i if and only if sX(x) = r(ηi).
Standard arguments show that
F0(x) := ω(r(x),x,ηι(x))(F (xηι(x)))
is in Γc(D,A ). By [17, Proposition A.5] there exists an F ∈ Γc(X,A ) such that
F|D = F0. By the definition of the topology on Z , F is a continuous section. So
Vηi(F |G·xi) = F0|s−1
X
(r(ηi))
= F|s−1
X
(r(ηi))
→ F|s−1
X
(r(η0))
= Vη0(F |G·x0)
and thus V is continuous. 
The payoff of Lemma 5.11 is the following theorem, which gives us an “imprim-
itivity” type result for the map FixG.
Theorem 5.12. Suppose G and H are second countable locally compact Hausdorff
groupoids with Haar systems and X is a (G,H)-equivalence. Suppose (A,ω) is a
G ⋊ X ⋉ H-dynamical system. Then A ⋊ω (G ⋊ X ⋉ H) is Morita equivalent to
FixG(A)⋊FixG(ω) H.
Proof. By Lemma 5.11, V is an action on IMP(A) implementing an equivariant
Morita equivalence between the H-dynamical systems (A ⋊ωG G ⋉ X, ωˇ
H) and
(FixG(A),FixG(ω)). Now, [18, Section 9.1] shows that (A ⋊ωG (G ⋉ X)) ⋊ωˇH H
is Morita equivalent to FixG(A) ⋊FixG(ω) H . However, [3, Theorem 4.1] gives that
(A⋊ωG (G⋉X))⋊ωˇH H ∼= A⋊ω (G⋊X ⋉H) so that A⋊ω (G⋊X ⋉H) is Morita
equivalent to FixG(A) ⋊FixG(ω) H as desired. 
The main result of the paper now follows quickly.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. For item (1), by Proposition 5.5, υX,H is a semigroup ho-
momorphism. By Propositions 5.8 and 5.9, υX,H is invertible and hence an iso-
morphism. Theorem 5.12 shows that A ⋊ω (G ⋊ X ⋉ H) is Morita equivalent to
FixG(A) ⋊FixG(ω) H and since FixG is the inverse of υ
X,H this gives the result.
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More precisely, given an H-dynamical system (B, β) let A = s∗XB and ω = s
∗
Xβ.
Then by Proposition 5.8, B⋊β H is isomorphic to FixGA⋊FixG ωH . However this
algebra is Morita equivalent to A ⋊ω (G ⋉X ⋊H) = s
∗
XB ⋊s∗Xβ (G ⋉X ⋊H) by
Theorem 5.12. Parts (2) and (3) now follow by symmetry. 
6. The construction from [13]
In this section we reconcile our construction with the one used in [13]. In par-
ticular we show that the isomorphism υX described in Theorem 5.2 restricts to the
isomorphism φX : Br(H)→ Br(G) described by [13, Theorem 4.1].
We define the isomorphism φX here for the convenience of the reader. Sup-
pose (A, β) is an H-dynamical system with associated bundle A . Then (xη, a) ∼
(x, βη(a)) characterizes an equivalence relation on s
∗
XA . Let A
X := s∗XA /H be
the quotient of s∗XA by this equivalence relation. Then A
X is an upper semicon-
tinuous C∗-bundle over G(0). Denote the image of (x, a) under this equivalence
relation by [x, a] and set AX = Γ0(G(0),A X). Now βXγ ([x, a]) := [γx, a] defines an
action of G on AX [13, Proposition 2.15]. They define
φX([A, β]) := [AX , βX ].
Proposition 6.1. Let (A, β) be an H-dynamical system. For F ∈ FixG(s∗XA) de-
fine Θ(F )(u) = [x, F (x)] where x ∈ r−1X (u). Then Θ is a well-defined isomorphism
from FixG(s
∗
XA) to A
X . Moreover, Θ intertwines the actions FixG(s
∗
Xβ) and β
X .
Proof. To see Θ is well-defined note that if x, y ∈ r−1X (u) then there exists η ∈ H
such that xη = y; therefore [y, F (y)] = [xη, F (xη)] = [xη, βη−1 (F (x))] = [x, F (x)].
Furthermore, the image of Θ is a C0(G
(0))-subalgebra of s∗XA /H . For all u ∈ H
(0)
and x ∈ s−1X (u) we have A
X(u) ∼= A(x) [13, page 914] and A(x) ∼= FixG(s
∗
XA )(u)
by Proposition 3.4; thus Proposition 2.5 gives that Θ is onto. To see Θ is injective,
note that if [x, F (x)] = [x, F ′(x)] then there exists η ∈ H such that (x, F (x)) =
(xη, β−1η (F
′(x))). But since the action of H on X is free, η = sX(x) and so
F (x) = F ′(x). Since this must hold for all x we get F = F ′.
To show Θ is an isomorphism it remains to show that Θ is continuous and open
as a map of upper semicontinuous C∗-bundles. An application of Proposition 2.2,
which we omit, shows that Θ is continuous. To see that Θ is open, suppose [xi, ai]→
[x, a]. By making use of the fact that the quotient map s∗XA → s
∗
XA /H associated
to the continuous action of H on s∗XA is open, we can pass to a subnet and find
ηi such that (xiηi, βη−1i
(ai)) → (x, a). Let ǫ > 0. Now for each i we can pick
fi ∈ FixG(s∗XA)(rX(xi)) such that
‖fi(xiηi)− βη−1i
(ai)‖ = ‖fi(xi)− ai‖ < ǫ/2
and in a similar fashion we choose f ∈ FixG(s∗XA)(rX(x)) such that ‖f(x)− a‖ <
ǫ/2. We want to show that fi → f . Pick F ∈ FixG(s∗XA) such that F |r−1
X
(rX(x))
=
f . Now since F is a continuous bounded section of s∗XA , F (xiηi) − βη−1i
(a) →
F (x) − a = f(x) − a. Using that the norm is upper semicontinuous we eventually
have ‖F (xiηi)− βη−1i
(ai)‖ < ǫ/2. Thus eventually we have
‖fi(xiηiη)− F (xiηiη)‖ = ‖βη−1(fi(xiηi)− F (xiηi))‖ = ‖fi(xiηi)− F (xiηi)‖
≤ ‖fi(xiηi)− βη−1i
(ai)‖+ ‖F (xiηi)− βη−1i
(ai)‖ < ǫ.
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Hence ‖fi − F |r−1
X
(rX(xiηi))
‖ < ǫ for large i. Using Proposition 2.2 one last time, it
follows that fi → f ∈ FixG(s∗XA ) as desired and thus Θ is open. A straightforward
computation shows that Θ intertwines the actions. 
Appendix A. General proper dynamical systems
Let G be a second countable locally compact Hausdorff groupoid with Haar
system {λu}u∈G(0) . Let (A,α) be a G-dynamical system. For a ∗-subalgebra A0 of
A let
M(A0)
α := {d ∈M(A) : A0d ⊂ A0, α¯γ(d(s(γ))) = d(r(γ)) ∀γ ∈ G}.
Recall from [2, Definition 3.1] that (A,α) is proper if there is a dense ∗-subalgebra
A0 of A such that
(1) for all a, b ∈ A0, the function E 〈a, b〉 : γ 7→ a(r(γ))αγ (b(s(γ))
∗) is inte-
grable, and
(2) for all a, b ∈ A0, there exists a unique element 〈a, b〉
D
∈M(A0)α such that
(c · 〈a, b〉
D
)(u) =
∫
G
c(r(γ))αγ (a
∗b(s(γ))) dλu(γ) for all c ∈ A0.
In this case E = span{
E
〈a, b〉 : a, b ∈ A0} is a subalgebra of A ⋊α,r G Morita
equivalent to Fix(A,α) := span{〈a, b〉
D
: a, b ∈ A0} [2, Theorem 3.9]. In [2] the
question was raised as to when E is an ideal of A⋊α,r G. We provide a condition
on A0 in the next proposition guaranteeing that E is an ideal.
Proposition A.1. Let (A,α) be a proper G-dynamical system with respect to A0
and C an inductive limit dense ∗-subalgebra of Cc(G). Suppose that C · A0 ⊂ A0,
where the action of Cc(G) on A is given by
f · a(u) :=
∫
G
f(γ)αγ(a(s(γ))) dλ
u(γ). (12)
Then the subalgebra E ⊂ A⋊α,r G guaranteed by [2, Theorem 3.9] is an ideal.
Proof. Since E is a ∗-subalgebra of A⋊α,r G, it suffices to show that B0 ∗E0 ⊂ E0
for a dense subalgebra B0 ⊂ A ⋊α,r G. Let Ω : Cc(G) ⊙ A0 → Γc(G, s∗A ) be
characterized by Ω(f ⊗ a)(γ) = f(γ)a(s(γ)). By [20, Proof of Proposition 1.3] the
image of Ω is dense in Γc(G, s
∗A ) in the inductive limit topology. Since C ⊂ Cc(G)
is dense in the inductive limit topology so is Ω(C ⊙ A0). By [18, Lemma 4.3] the
map f 7→ (γ 7→ αγ(f(γ))) defines an isomorphism αG : Γ0(G, s
∗
A )→ Γ0(G, r
∗
A ).
Thus B0 := αG ◦Ω(C ⊙A0) is dense in Γc(G, r∗A ) in the inductive limit topology.
It remains to show B0 ∗ E0 ⊂ E0. For F ∈ Γc(G, r∗A ) and a ∈ A define
F · a(u) :=
∫
G
F (γ)αγ(a(s(γ))) dλ
u(γ). If F · a ∈ A0 then F ∗ E 〈a, b〉 = E 〈F · a, b〉.
Thus it suffices to show F · a ∈ A0 for all F ∈ B0 and a ∈ A0. By the definition of
B0 it suffices to show αG ◦ Ω(g ⊗ b) · a ∈ A0 for all g ∈ C and a, b ∈ A0. But
αG ◦Ω(g ⊗ b) · a(u) =
∫
G
αG ◦Ω(g ⊗ b)(η)αη(a(s(η))) dλ
u(η)
=
∫
G
g(η)αγ(ba(s(η))) dλ
u(η) = (g · ba)(u) ∈ A0,
since ba ∈ A0 and C ·A0 ⊂ A0 by assumption. Hence B0 ∗ E0 ⊂ E0 and thus E is
an ideal in A⋊α,r G as desired. 
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Remark A.2. Let G be a group. In [23], if (A,α) is a proper G-dynamical system
with respect to the dense subalgebra A0, the condition αs(A0) ⊂ A0 for all s ∈ G
ensures that E is an ideal in A ⋊α,r G. As observed in [2], αs(A0) ⊂ A0 does not
make sense for groupoids. It is unclear if the condition of Proposition A.1 reduces
to the condition that αs(A0) ⊂ A0 for all s ∈ G in the group case. However,
the examples below show that many proper group dynamical systems satisfy the
condition of Proposition A.1.
Example A.3. Suppose G acts properly on X , (A,α) is a G-dynamical system, and
θ : C0(X) → M(A) is equivariant and nondegenerate. Then (A,α) is proper with
respect to the subalgebra A0 = θ(Cc(X))Aθ(Cc(X)) [24, Theorem 5.7]. It is easy
to see that Cc(G) · A0 ⊂ A0. Indeed, suppose f ∈ Cc(G), h, k ∈ Cc(X) and a ∈ A,
then we have
f · (θ(h)aθ(k)) =
∫
G
f(s)αs(θ(h)aθ(k)) ds.
Pick c ∈ Cc(X) such that c ≡ 1 on the set supp(f) · (supp h∪ supp k). Then for all
s ∈ supp(f), θ(c)αs(θ(h)) = αs(θ(h)) and αs(θ(k))θ(c) = αs(θ(k)). Thus
f · (θ(h)aθ(k)) = θ(c)(f · (θ(h)aθ(k)))θ(c) ∈ A0.
Example A.4. Let G be a compactly generated Abelian Lie group. Using [26, no.
11] we know that G is of the form Rp × Zq × Tm × F where F is a finite Abelian
group. Now let G act on a C∗-algebra A with action α. Let Ĝ be the Pontryagin
dual of G and let αˆω(f)(s) = ω(s)f(s) be the dual action in the sense of Takesaki-
Takai. It follows from the statement and proof of [23, Theorem 2.2] that the action
of Ĝ on A ⋊α G is proper. The role of the dense subalgebra A0 is played by the
collection Sα(G, A) which is defined as follows. Let β be the strongly continuous
action of G × G on C0(G, A) by β(s,t)(f)(r) = αs(f(r − t)). Then Sα(G, A) is the
space of elements of C0(G, A) which are infinitely differentiable for the action β
and which vanish more rapidly at infinity than any polynomial on G grows. Here
derivatives are taken in the R and T directions of G, whereas polynomials are taken
with respect to the R and Z directions.
Consider the action of Cc(G) on Sα(G, A) given by (12). Observe that there
is only one fiber and the Haar system is given by the dual Haar measure. After
passing evaluation at s ∈ G through the integral we see that for φ ∈ Cc(G) and
f ∈ Sα(G, A)
φ · f(s) =
∫
Ĝ
φ(ω)αˆω(f)(s) dω =
∫
Ĝ
φ(ω)ω(s) dωf(s) = φˆ(s)f(s). (13)
Here φˆ denotes the Fourier transform of φ from an element of Cc(Ĝ) to an element
of C0(G).
Let C be the set of smooth, compactly supported functions in Cc(Ĝ). It is not
difficult to see that C is dense with respect to the inductive limit topology. We wish
to show that C · Sα(G, A) ⊂ Sα(G, A). However, in light of (13) it suffices to show
that if φ ∈ C then φˆ is infinitely differentiable in the R and T coordinates, and that
in the R and Z coordinates φˆ vanishes at infinity faster than any polynomial grows.
Since the Pontryagin dual of a product is the product of the Pontryagin duals, and
since our notions of smoothness and growth are all taken coordinatewise, we need
to prove that
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(1) if φ is a compactly supported smooth function on R then φˆ is a smooth
function on R which vanishes at infinity faster than any polynomial on R
grows,
(2) if φ is a smooth function on T then φˆ vanishes at infinity faster than any
polynomial on Z grows, and
(3) if φ is finitely supported on Z then φˆ is smooth on T.
However, these are all standard facts from Fourier analysis [8, Theorem 2.6, Theo-
rem 7.5]. Thus the conditions of Proposition A.1 are satisfied in this example.
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